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life itself; objectives of civic responsibility involving one's re-
lationship to the local, state, and national government, and
with people of other nations/'1
GOALS OF GENERAL EDUCATION GUIDE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIFE
Persons responsible for developing the curriculum of the
modern elementary school follow guides similar to those
stated above, using the pupils' needs and interests to chal-
lenge their efforts to learn; and recognizing that a child's
readiness to learn and the stimulation or poverty of his en-
vironment largely determine how and what he learns.
In 1931 carefully thought-out objectives for elementary
education were compiled by groups of New York State teach-
ers. They stated that the major objectives of elementary
education should be to help every child: (1) to understand
and practice desirable social relationships; (2) to discover and
develop his own individual aptitudes; (3) to cultivate the
habit of critical thinking; (4) to appreciate and desire worth-
while activities; (5) to gain command of common integrating
knowledges and skills; and (6) to develop a sound body and
normal mental attitudes. A statement of the State Depart-
ment of Education of Colorado later added to the above goals
the inclusion of activities which emphasize the development
of personal responsibility and good human relationships.2
The modern school accepts these guides. In addition to
mastering the skills of reading, writing, spelling, and gram-
mar, the child learns to think critically, and to employ his
knowledge of arithmetic, science, library techniques, and com-
munication in his study and living, so that he may make ade-
quate social adjustments and live healthfully and with satis-
faction. In the light of changing and critical economic and
social situations which are so far reaching that their influences
1	J. Murray Lee and Doris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum, p. 20.
2	J. Wayne Wrightstone, Appraisal of Newer Elementary School Practices,
p. 120.

